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Key Points:6

• Long-term evolution of an individual landscape is stochastically modeled using a7

worldwide dataset of short-term landscape changes.8

• Model suggests that heterogeneous landscapes are transitional stages between ho-9

mogeneous landscapes of different themes.10

• In a transit from forested to agricultural landscapes, losing the first 50% of the11

forest is slower than losing the rest of the forest.12
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Abstract13

Land change including deforestation undermines the sustainability of the environment.14

Using data on 1992-2015 pattern change in over 1.7 million meso-scale landscapes world-15

wide we developed a stochastic model of long-term landscape dynamics. The model sug-16

gests that observed heterogeneous landscapes are short-lived stages in a transition be-17

tween quasi-stable homogeneous landscapes of different themes. As a case study we used18

Monte Carlo simulations based on our model to derive a probability distribution for evo-19

lutionary scenarios of landscapes that undergo a forest-to-agriculture transit, a preva-20

lent element of deforestation. Results of simulations show that most likely and the fastest21

deforestation scenario is through the sequence of highly aggregated forest/agriculture22

mosaics with a decreasing share of the forest. Simulations also show that once forest share23

drops below 50% the remainder of the transit is rapid. This suggests that possible con-24

servation policy is to protect meso-scale tracts of land before the forest share drops be-25

low 50%.26

Plain Language Summary Land change across the world undermines the sustainabil-27

ity of the environment. Understanding the dynamics of landscape change would help to28

find trade-offs between the development and sustainability of the environment. We de-29

veloped a data-driven model capable of providing plausible scenarios of long-term evo-30

lution of landscapes. Using this model, we proposed a general principle of landscape evo-31

lution: heterogeneous landscapes are short-lived stages in transit between two homoge-32

neous landscapes of different land cover. As a case study we applied our model to iden-33

tify the most likely scenarios of the forest-to-agriculture transit, a dominant source of34

deforestation. The model suggests that scenarios of the forest-to-agriculture transits that35

proceed through a sequence of aggregated mosaics are more frequent and more damag-36

ing to an environment than transits proceeding through a sequence of disaggregated mo-37

saics. It also suggests that preserving meso-scale (∼ 100 km2) tracts of land before they38

lose 50% of forest share may be a good conservation strategy.39

1 Introduction40

Earth’s lands are changing due to anthropogenic impact (Venter et al., 2016). Ex-41

amples of change due to a direct human impact include urbanization and deforestation.42

Desertification provides an example of change due to an indirect human impact via cli-43

mate change. Remote sensing of the land surface from space over the last few decades44

reveals that land change is a globally significant environmental trend (Song et al., 2018)45

that affects most landmasses and land themes with the deforestation of tropical forests46

being its most pronounced example (Hansen et al., 2013). Understanding the long-term47

dynamics of land changes is needed to identify policy options aimed at mitigating its neg-48

ative impacts (Chhabra et al., 2006).49

Currently, landscape dynamics is addressed in two contexts; (1) in remote sensing50

(Verburg et al., 2004; Liu & Yang, 2015; Olmedo et al., 2018) land use/cover change (LUCC)51

models provide short-time predictions of land use/cover change, and (2) in landscape ecol-52

ogy (Gaucherel & Houet, 2009; Gaucherel et al., 2014) landscape models (LM) predict53

how change in landscape pattern influences the ecological process. LUCC models (NRC,54

2014; Mas et al., 2014) are designed to predict land change mostly on a pixel-by-pixel55

basis though some polygonal or patch-based models have also been proposed (Meente-56

meyer et al., 2013; Xu & Brown, 2017). Most LUCC models investigate the land change57

in a specific type of landscape (for example, agricultural, forested, arid, or urban) in the58

local study areas, although some regional-scale LUCC models have also been published59

(deNijs et al., 2004; Soares-Filho et al., 2006; Tayyebi et al., 2013). LMs are designed60

(Gaucherel et al., 2014) to either simulate a specific process which causes a change to61

landscape pattern (see, for example, Pe’er et al. (2013)) or to use a simple set of arbi-62
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trary rules (so-called neutral LM model) to simulate a progression of artificial landscapes63

having patterns and statistical properties similar to observed landscapes.64

Our interest is in understanding a long-term evolution of landscapes which results65

in a profound change to the land use/cover over large spatial extents. One example of66

such evolution is the forest → agriculture transit which leads to deforestation. What are67

the most likely intermediate steps of such a transit? Are some evolutionary paths more68

likely than others? Neither LUCC models nor LMs can address these questions.69

To be able to start to address such problems we have developed a stochastic, em-70

pirically informed model of landscape dynamics. This model is unlike either LUCC mod-71

els or LMs. It is based on the principle that a probability distribution of long-term tra-72

jectories of a single landscape can be constructed from the frequencies of various changes73

to a large number of landscapes during a single short-term period. The basic spatial unit74

of our analysis is a meso-scale (∼ 100 km2 area) landscape (a pattern of land cover classes).75

To gather the frequencies of short-term changes we divided the entire terrestrial land-76

mass area into ∼ 1, 700, 000 such landscapes and tabulated their (short-term) changes77

between 1992 and 2015. Landscapes and their transitions are classified into a finite num-78

ber of types thus enabling calculation of probabilities that a given landscape type changes79

to another landscape type over the period of 23 years. Assuming that, in the first ap-80

proximation, the set of transition types and their frequencies is complete and station-81

ary, the set of transition probabilities constitutes a stochastic, empirically-informed model82

of landscape evolution that can be used to address questions like those asked in the pre-83

vious paragraph.84

The major purpose of this paper is to describe the stochastic, empirically informed85

model of landscape dynamics. In addition, we demonstrate the working of the model by86

simulating the evolution of the landscape from forested to agricultural. Starting from87

a landscape of homogeneous forest and ending with a landscape of homogeneous agri-88

cultural land, the simulation yields different deforestation scenarios and their probabil-89

ities. A landscape currently covered entirely by forest will most likely evolve to an agri-90

cultural landscape along the maximum likelihood trajectory which reflects a prevailing91

series of circumstances; this is the most likely deforestation scenario. For a forest → agri-92

culture transit to happen along less likely trajectories rare circumstances will have to hap-93

pen; these are less likely deforestation scenarios.94

2 Data and Methods95

We conceptualize land change in a given areal unit as a modification of landscape96

pattern within this unit between two times of observations. As an input for our model97

we use the European Space Agency (ESA) Climate Change Initiative (CCI) global dataset98

(CCI-LC) at t0 = 1992 and at t1 = 2015 (ESA, 2017). CCI-LCs are temporally con-99

sistent, 300m-resolution maps of 22 land cover classes, which we have reclassified into100

nine broader Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) land categories (see101

the legend to Fig. 1A). The entire terrestrial landmass is tessellated into 1,764,740 non-102

overlapping square areal units of the size 9 km × 9 km (30×30 CCI-LC cells). A mo-103

saic formed by the nine land categories in a given areal unit at a given time constitutes104

a meso-scale landscape (hereafter referred to as a landscape).105

A landscape is characterized by its configuration (a geometry of its pattern) and106

its thematic content (names of land cover classes present). Landscape configuration can107

be succinctly parametrized (Nowosad & Stepinski, 2018) by only two metrics interpreted108

as “complexity” C and “aggregation” A. The land cover data is transformed into a database109

consisting of 1,764,740 landscapes having attributes pertaining to landscape thematic110

composition {ρt1, . . . , ρt9} and landscape configuration {Ct, At}, where t = 1992 or 2015.111
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Figure 1. (A) Archetypes of pattern configurations of worldwide landscapes organized on

the C − A diagram along increasing complexity (left-to-right) and aggregation (bottom-to-top).

To better visualize the progression of patterns the archetypes are chosen only from among land-

scapes with a forest as the top land cover category. (B) A histogram of all landscapes at t0 with

bins corresponding to landscape types organized into the C − A grid (diagram). Empty cells in

the C − A grid correspond to landscape pattern configurations that are theoretically possible but

not present in the dataset. Gray-colored entries indicate non-zero bins. Areas of red circles are

proportional to the fraction of landscapes in the bin; the sum of all bins equals to 1. (C) Prob-

ability of landscapes of a given type to maintain its type (blue) or to transition to another type

(red) during the period ∆t.
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To simplify the dataset we classified all landscapes into up to 64 classes with re-112

spect to their configurations (see Nowosad & Stepinski (2018) for details). This is a 2D113

classification that takes into consideration values of C and A but not landscape’s the-114

matic content (Computational details are given in the supporting information file, the115

flow of computations is outlined in Fig. S1.) Landscapes of similar values of C and A116

belong to the same class regardless of their thematic content. Fig. 1A shows exemplars117

of landscape types taken from a forest-theme subset of all landscapes; only 34 landscape118

types are present in this subset. Sets of archetypes, selected from different theme sub-119

sets of landscapes are shown in supporting information (Fig. S2). Note that it is con-120

venient to show the archetypes as well as all other results in a grid corresponding to in-121

creasing complexity and aggregation of landscapes. We refer to such a grid as the C−122

A diagram. This diagram systematizes landscape types. From left to right the landscapes123

are generally more complex (they contain more land cover categories). From bottom to124

top the landscapes are generally more aggregated (they have larger patches).125

Fig. 1B shows a normalized histogram for all classified landscapes at t0. Note that126

36 out of 64 theoretically possible landscape types are present in the dataset. From Fig. 1B127

it is clear that the Bd type, which corresponds to a “simple” (low complexity) landscape128

is the most frequent (42% of all landscapes). Note that landscapes with disaggregated129

and/or more complex configurations tend to be less abundant. Fig. 1C pertains to the130

stability of landscape configurations during the period of ∆t = t1 − t0 = 23 years. A131

landscape is stable if during ∆t it did not change its type. A red part of a pie diagram132

shows the probability of a landscape of a given type to transition to another type dur-133

ing ∆t, and the blue part shows the probability of a landscape to maintain its type. The134

most stable type is again Bd while other landscape types are less stable. There is an as-135

sociation between landscape type’s abundance and its stability (correlation coefficient136

equal to 0.6) – more abundant landscape types are more stable. Fig. S3 (in supporting137

information) shows histograms and stability grids (equivalents of Fig. 1B and Fig. 1C)138

calculated for different theme subsets of all landscapes.139

Overall, landscape statistics (illustrated in Figs. 1,S2,S3) suggest that a near ho-140

mogeneous configuration is the most abundant and the most stable landscape pattern141

for six out of eight themes considered. An exception is the subset of majority-urban land-142

scapes and wetland landscapes.143

3 Transitions144

A transition has occurred when a landscape changed its type to another type dur-145

ing the period ∆t. Among the 1,764,740 landscapes in our database, only 257,031 (15%)146

had transitioned during ∆t. Because there is a finite number of landscape types there147

is also a finite number of possible transitions. Fig. 2A illustrates a transition matrix cal-148

culated from 1992-2015 transitions of 257,031 landscapes. The transition matrix is or-149

ganized into the C −A diagram. First, consider the part of the matrix corresponding150

to transitions from the type Dc, this part is shown in detail in Fig. 2B. During ∆t a frac-151

tion of Dc landscapes transitioned to 20 (out of possible 64) different types indicated by152

reddish colors. Darker shades of red indicate more transitions; the most frequent tran-153

sition is Dc → Bd. Similarly, other parts of the transition matrix show the frequencies154

of transitions from other landscape types.155

Given our assumption of completeness and stationarity of transition types (see the156

introduction), Fig. 2A depicts a stochastic model of landscape evolution based on ac-157

tual observations. A given landscape at time tn is first generalized to its type. The stochas-158

tic model assigns a type to this landscape at tn+∆t with probability indicated by the tran-159

sition matrix. Repeating this procedure multiple times (at each time the model would160

select a transition in accordance with the corresponding probability distribution) we ob-161
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Figure 2. (A) Visualization of the transition matrix. The whole matrix is divided into smaller

parts (8×8 matrices) corresponding to transitions from specific landscape types; these parts are

organized in the C − A grid. (B) A magnification of a single part of the transition matrix cor-

responding to the landscape type Dc (shown by the white circle) at t0. Reddish-colored circles

indicate landscape types to which landscape of type Dc transitioned during ∆t; the darker the

color the larger the probability of transition. (C) Diagram illustrating a net change to the his-

togram of landscape types during ∆t. Areas of circles are proportional to the magnitude of the

net change, red color indicates the gain and blue color indicates the loss.
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tain a possible evolutionary trajectory of the landscape. A large number of such simu-162

lations yield the probability distribution function of future trajectories.163

From Fig. 2A we observe that most landscape types may evolve in many different164

ways (in terms of changes to values of complexity and aggregation metrics), but with dif-165

ferent probabilities. For example, types located at the edges of the C−A diagram must166

evolve away from those edges. Combining information from Fig. 2A with information167

from Figs. 1B and C it follows that landscapes of type Bd (which are almost homoge-168

neous) are long-lived stable configurations, whereas other landscapes are relatively shorter-169

lived and thus less stable configurations. Note that this is a purely empirical finding whose170

explanation is beyond the scope of this paper.171

Fig. 2C illustrates the change to the histogram of landscape configurations (shown172

in Fig. 1B) after ∆t. This change is the net result of all 257,031 transitions. As land-173

scapes transition in and out of different types, the net change amounts to only 20,408174

landscapes, which, as can be seen in Fig. 2C, results in some (relatively small) increase175

in the counts for bins corresponding to simpler landscapes at the cost of a decrease in176

the counts for the remaining bins. Fig. S4 (in supporting information) shows transition177

matrices and graphs of histogram changes (equivalents of Fig. 2A and Fig. 2C) calcu-178

lated for subsets of landscapes selected to have the same top category of land cover. Over-179

all, the results for the thematic subsets of landscapes follow the same pattern as the re-180

sults for all landscapes. Notable exceptions are majority-urban landscapes, where tran-181

sition probability distributions are all skewed to the left of the C − A. This is consis-182

tent with the process of urbanization when landscapes which are already majority-urban183

increase the urban share of the landscape and become configurationally simpler. Other184

exceptions are majority-forest landscapes, where a change to the histogram reveals the185

loss of simple, Bd-type landscapes and the increase in bi-thematic landscapes (for ex-186

ample Dc-type) and forested landscapes with an increasing number of intrusions (for ex-187

ample, Bf-type). This is consistent with significant deforestation of tropical forests dur-188

ing ∆t.189

4 Deforestation scenarios190

Deforestation is the most pronounced example of human-caused landscape change.191

In most cases, the forest is replaced by agricultural land cover (we refer to this long-term192

change as the forest → agriculture transit or FAT). We envision a FAT as a sequence of193

transitions between subsequent landscape types starting with a fully forested landscape194

and ending with a fully agricultural landscape; this sequence is referred to as a trajec-195

tory. We use our stochastic model to simulate a probability distribution function of the196

FAT trajectories. Each FAT trajectory can be divided into two phases, a forest-dominant197

phase (FAT1), and an agriculture-dominant phase (FAT2). To build a model for FAT1198

we use a subset of all landscapes subject to the following conditions: forest and agricul-199

ture are the primary and secondary land cover classes in 1992 and 2015; 1992-2015 tran-200

sitions are toward a diminishing share of the forest. To build a model for FAT2 we use201

a subset of all landscapes subject to the following conditions: agriculture and forest are202

the primary and secondary land cover classes in 1992 and 2015; 1992-2015 transitions203

are toward an increasing share of agriculture. Fig. S5 (in supporting information) shows204

landscape pattern types archetypes selected from among landscapes selected for the two205

phases of the models and their transition matrices.206

We simulate FAT trajectories using the Monte Carlo method (Rubinstein & Kroese,207

2016). The simulation starts from almost totally forested landscape (type Ad). At each208

step, a transition from a current stage to the next is chosen randomly according to a prob-209

ability distribution of transitions as given by the FAT1 part of the model until landscape210

evolves to type Fb or Fc. Subsequently, the next evolutionary stage is chosen randomly211

according to a probability distribution of transitions as given by the FAT2 part of the212
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Figure 3. Summary of the forest-dominated phase (A) and agriculture-dominated phase (B)

trajectories simulating an evolution from a homogeneous forested landscape to a homogeneous

agricultural landscape. The span of all trajectories is restricted to gray-colored landscape types.

Areas of red circles are proportional to the fraction of all trajectories passing through a given

landscape type. All simulated trajectories start at type Ad. (C) The most likely trajectory. (D)

An example of a much less likely trajectory. Numbers placed over the arrows are mean waiting

times for transitions between two consecutive stages to occur.

model. The simulation ends when the trajectory reaches one of the landscapes at the left213

edge of the C − A diagram. Using this procedure we have generated 20,000 FAT tra-214

jectories from which a probability distribution function of FAT trajectories is calculated.215

Fig. 3A summarizes the first phase and Fig, 3B summarizes the second phase of216

simulated FATs. Individual trajectories are not shown because a figure showing 20,000217

trajectories would be illegible, instead, areas of the red circles in Figs. 3A and B show218

fractions of trajectories passing through a given landscape type; 100% of trajectories pass219

through the type Ad from which all simulations start. High probability trajectories pass220

only through types with large red circles, whereas low probability trajectories pass also221

through types with small red circles. According to Figs. 3A and B, high probability tra-222

jectories pass through landscape types corresponding to highly aggregated patterns (look223

for landscape archetypes shown in Fig. S4 corresponding to types frequented by the tra-224

jectories). The most likely FAT trajectory is shown in Fig. 3C. This trajectory depicts225

the forest → agriculture transit in eight stages. Fig. 3D shows an example of a less likely226

FAT trajectory. This trajectory depicts the forest → agriculture transit in sixteen stages.227

The difference between this trajectory and the most likely trajectory is that in both stages228

the evolution goes through a series of disaggregated landscapes.229

Note that the most likely FAT trajectory is not a trajectory where each subsequent230

stage is determined by the highest transition probability of its proceeding stage as could231

be expected. Such locally optimal trajectory is (Ad → Bd → Cd → Dd → Ec → Fc →232

Fb) + (Fb → Bd → Ad) and has half the probability of the most likely trajectory. The233

difference between this trajectory and the maximum likelihood trajectory is in phase 1,234

where the maximum likelihood trajectory makes a jump from Bd to Ec (ptr = 0.076)235

instead of following the locally largest probability (ptr = 0.26) transition Bd → Cd. This236

jump saves the maximum likelihood trajectory from visiting stages Cd and Dd and, on237
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balance, makes this trajectory twice as likely as the trajectory following the largest lo-238

cal transition probability.239

A stage-to-stage transition probability of a landscape during ∆t is a product of a240

probability pch that a landscape would transition to another type (see Fig. 1C) and a241

probability ptr of the landscape transitioning to a specific different type (see Fig. S4).242

Thus, the product pch ptr is a probability of a specific stage-to-stage transition occur-243

ring during a single ∆t. The mean waiting time (in units of ∆t) for such transition to244

occur is 1/(pch ptr).245

Numbers placed over the arrows in Figs. 3C and 3D are mean waiting times for tran-246

sitions between two consecutive stages to occur. For example, a transition Ad → Bd in247

the most likely FAT trajectory is 15 ∆t = 345 years. The key to understanding this value248

is to remember that it reflects the mean waiting time for such a transition to occur. When249

considering the entire world, most homogeneous, forested landscapes do not change their250

pattern type on the time scale of 23 years resulting in pch = 0.15. Thus, despite the251

ptr = 0.43, the total probability of this transition is 0.0645 resulting in the mean wait-252

ing time of 345 years. In most cases, high values of the mean waiting time are due to low253

values of pch. Analyzing mean waiting times in trajectories shown in Figs. 3C and 3D254

we observe that phase 1 of FAT trajectories takes longer to complete than phase 2. Thus,255

it takes longer to lose the first ∼50% of the forest, than it is to lose the remaining for-256

est; the FAT accelerates after reaching a tipping point.257

5 Discussion and Conclusions258

In this paper, we presented a novel methodology for simulating the long-term evo-259

lution of landscapes. What distinguishes our approach from existing methods is that it260

simulates the probability distribution function of long-term trajectories of a single land-261

scape based on observation of 1992-2015 (short-term) transitions for a large number of262

different landscapes. Thus, using the Monte Carlo method, we can obtain the most likely263

evolutionary trajectory for a given landscape type. The method is best suited for inves-264

tigating evolutionary scenarios for specific types of land change, such as deforestation,265

desertification, or urbanization.266

The major advantage of the model is its empirical character. This makes unnec-267

essary to account explicitly for all different processes responsible for the land change as268

they are implicitly accounted for by the large number statistics using methodology which269

resembles machine learning. The major shortcoming of the model is that it requires (in270

the current implementation) some strong assumptions. The first assumption is the tem-271

poral stationarity of the transition matrix. The matrix reflects prevailing circumstances272

of change during the 1992-2015 period and the model assumes that those circumstances273

do not change. Thus, simulated trajectories reflect stationary scenarios; they show how274

the landscape would evolve if processes driving the change and their intensities remain275

unchanged. These are likely to be only the zeroth-order approximations. The second as-276

sumption is that our model (as presented in this paper) is built on the worldwide statis-277

tics. This has been done so the probabilities are calculated from the largest possible statis-278

tics of transitions. However, as a result, transition probabilities are spatially stationary279

which does not account for variations occurring at the regional level. The assumption280

of spatial stationarity can be lifted by restricted the data used to construct a model to281

a specific region at the cost of decreasing the number of observations from which prob-282

abilities are inferred.283

These assumptions notwithstanding, our model offers an attractive addition to re-284

searching landscape dynamics. It is instructive to contrast it with a neutral model (Gaucherel285

et al., 2014). A neutral model uses an artificial dynamics to produce a series of landscapes286

with controllable patterns to emulate a specific process – it is useful to obtain specific287
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answers to narrowly defined questions (for example, see With (1997)). Our model uses288

real-world dynamics (implicitly taking into consideration all existing processes) to pro-289

duce a plausible evolutionary trajectory – it is useful to obtain generalized answers to290

broadly defined questions. Two examples of our approach answering broad questions were291

presented in this paper.292

First, we were able to address the following broad question: What is the overall prin-293

ciple of landscape evolution? By analyzing statistics of 1995-2015 transitions we proposed294

the following answer: meso-scale landscapes are predominantly transitional stages in the295

evolution from a homogeneous, quasi-stable landscape of one land cover class to another296

homogeneous, quasi-stable landscape of different land cover class. To what degree this297

hypothesis depends on the stationarity of our model remains unknown, but the model298

at least allows to consider such a question and to formulate a hypothesis. A corollary299

of our hypothesis is that homogeneous landscapes are much more abundant than land-300

scapes having complex patterns, which indeed has been shown (Nowosad & Stepinski,301

2018) to be the case.302

Second, we were able to address the question of how the forest → agriculture tran-303

sition happens on a meso-scale? By performing Monte Carlo simulations based on our304

model we derived a probability distribution function for the forest → agriculture trajec-305

tories. The character of this distribution (see Fig. 3) provides the following answer: the306

forest → agriculture transit is most likely to proceed through a series of intermediate land-307

scapes characterized by highly aggregated forest-agriculture mosaics; once forest share308

drops below 50% the remainder of the transit is rapid.309

As the times involved in a complete forest → agriculture transit on the meso-scale310

are quite long, direct verification of this hypothesis is not yet possible given that remotely311

sensed images on the global scale are only available for the past ∼ 30 years. In this pa-312

per, we have concentrated on the introduction of the idea of the stochastic, empirically-313

informed model and we chose the longest period ( ∆t=23 years) available in the CCI-314

LC data to maximize the number of transitions from which to build a model. However,315

future work can investigate models built using ∆t=1-5 years transitions. CCI-LC allows316

for the construction of multiple such models during the 1992-2015 period; they can be317

used to check a degree to which the assumption of temporal stationarity is violated, and318

to check, at least partially, our assertion that the forest → agriculture transit is most likely319

to proceed through highly aggregated stages.320

Finally, land change scenarios other than FAT can be studied using our model. It321

is a matter of selecting an appropriate subset of the dataset. Desertification can be stud-322

ied by considering grassland → sparse, grassland → bare, and sparse → bare transits.323

Urbanization can be studied by considering transitions from agriculture, forest, shrub,324

and sparse to urban. Shrinkage of wetlands can be studied from wetland → agriculture325

transits.326
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1 Content of this file

This file contains some additional details on the computational method used in the
paper, as well as figures S2, S3, S4, and S5 referred to in the paper.

2 Details of computational method

Fig. S1 shows a diagram outlining the consecutive computational steps of our method.
These steps are numbered from 1 to 6. This section provides some additional details for
each of these steps.

Step 1. The most computationally demanding part of the calculation is to obtain
the global dataset of meso-scale landscapes and to calculate the values of the two met-
rics, complexity (C) and aggregation (A). These two tasks have been previously described
in Nowosad & Stepinski (2018a) and Nowosad et al. (2019), and the complete dataset
is available for download from the Center for Open Science (Nowosad & Stepinski, 2018b).
To obtain landscapes of approximately the same size and shape, the global CCI-LC dataset
is reprojected to the Fuller projection and tessellated into 9 km × 9 km tiles. We used
GeoPAT software (Netzel et al., 2018) to achieve this task. Calculation of metrics C and
A were preformed in R (R Core Team, 2019).

Step 2. Metrics C and A are principal components and have a theoretical range
of values between -4 and 4 (Nowosad & Stepinski, 2018a). We classify all landscapes based
on their values of C and A. This is achieved by constructing an equispaced C−A grid
that divides the C−A space into 64 sections, each section having ∆C = 1 and ∆A =
1; each section is associated with a different landscape type. Assigning a type to a given
landscape is a matter of simply finding to which section in the C−A grid its values of
C and A belong. Note that the actual dataset, even as large as the one we are using, may
not contain landscapes of all 64 theoretically possible types. Indeed, landscapes in our
entire dataset belong to only 36 out of 65 theoretically possible types. Landscapes in sub-
sets of our dataset may belong to an even smaller number of types.

Step 3. Note that a classification of landscapes based on C and A pertains to their
geometric configuration but ignores their thematic content. The thematic content is given
by landscape composition – fractions of landscape area {ρ1, . . . , ρ9} occupied by forest,
agriculture, urban, wetland, grassland, sparse vegetation, bare land, and water, respec-
tively. For example, for Fig.1A we have selected landscapes such that ρ1 > ρ2 . . . >
other fractions. If we want to simulate a specific process, for example, a forest-to-agriculture
transit, we select only a suitable subset of landscapes based on its composition.

Step 4. A landscape that has a given type in 1992 may have a different type in
2015. Using our dataset, we calculate frequencies of landscape types changes. This re-
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        Input data: 
A dataset of 1,764,740 square-sized  9 km x 9 km land-
scapes. Attributes of each landscape include its thematic 
composition and spatial con�guration in 1992 and 2015.

1

       Landscape classi�cation 
For each year each landscape is classi�ed into one of 
possible 64 types based on its spatial con�guration but 
ignoring its thematic content.  

2

       Choosing a subset of landscapes 
For investigating a speci�c evolutionary scenario, like, for 
example, a forest-to-agriculture transit, only a subset of 
all landscapes is chosen on the basis of their thematic 
content.

3

       Calculating transition probabilities 
For each landscape type in 1992 a probability of transi-
tion to di�erent landscape types during the 1992-2015 is 
calculated based on frequencies of  occurrence . 

4

       Calculating a single future trajectory
A single future trajectory of a landscape of a given type  
(for example, a homogeneous forested landscape) is 
simulated by a stochastic process. At each time step the 
landscape transits to one of other types based on the 
random draw from  the distribution corresponding to an 
appropriate part of transition matrix (Fig. 2A).  Consecu-
tive steps are taken until the landscape achieves a pre-
determined destination, for example, a homogeneous 
agricultural landscape.

5

       Calculating probability distribution
       of future trajectories 
A procedure of constructing a single trajectory 
(described in      ) is repeated 20,000 times resulting in an 
ensemble of trajectories. Probability distribution func-
tion of future trajectories is calculated from frequencies 
of simulated trajectories.

6

5

Properties of landscape types, such as their counts and 
stability against transition are shown in Figs.1 B and C  
and Fig. S2

For each landscape type one particular landscape is 
selected as an exemplar.  Exemplars of all types present 
in a particular subset of landscapes are organized into a 
C-A grid to visualize progressive changes of landscape 
types with respect to their complexity and aggregation 
(Fig. 1A and Fig. S1).

Fig. 3A and Fig. S3 present a resultant probability distri-
butions of various transitions in a visual fashion.  These 
distributions are not uniform and change from one 
landscape type to another.

Examples of two future trajectories are shown in Figs. 3C 
and 3D.

Figs. 3A and 3B illustrate probability distribution func-
tion of future trajectories. 

Figure S1. Diagram outlining consecutive computational steps to obtain a probability distri-

bution of future trajectories of long-term landscape evolution. Numbers in circles label calcula-

tion steps described in the text.

sults in probability distributions of change for a given landscape type to any other type.
These probability distributions are calculated using a Mathematica (Wolfram Research,
2019) script. The script performs a simple tally of all transitions in our dataset (or in
its subset).

Step 5. Assuming that transition probabilities (see step 4) calculated from 1992-
2015 statistics are stationary, we simulate a future trajectory of a given landscape us-
ing a stochastic process. At the start of the simulation (ts) a landscape of a given type
is considered. This type has a probability distribution {p1, . . . , pn} of transiting to an-
other type during the simulation step ∆t. As

∑n
1 pi = 1, we divide the interval [0, 1]

into subintervals using the aforementioned probabilities; that is, the first subinterval is
(0, p1], the second subinterval is (p1, p1+p2] etc. until the last subinterval is (p1+. . .+
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pn−1, p1+. . .+pn = 1], where n is the number of nonempty landscape types. We then
draw a random number from an interval [0, 1] and choose a landscape type at simula-
tion step ts+1 corresponding to subinterval into which a drawn value fells. This is a clas-
sic Monte Carlo simulation procedure, the landscape type at the next step is selected ran-
domly from a given distribution of transitions from the preceding landscape type. The
subsequent steps of simulation follow the same rule. Calculations are performed using
a Mathematica script.

Step 6. Starting from the same landscape type (Ad) of the homogeneous forest,
we simulate 20,000 trajectories following the procedure described in Step 5. Next, we
tally all trajectories to obtain frequencies of unique trajectories. These frequencies are
converted into probabilities yielding a probability distribution function of future trajec-
tories.
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Figure S2. Archetypes of pattern configurations for segments of the C − A diagram.

Eight different panels (A to H) indicate different thematic subsets of the landscapes’ database.

Archetypes are selected from this database based on what land cover class constitutes the largest

share of the landscape area; (A) agriculture, (B) forest, (C) grassland, (D) wetland, (E) urban,

(F) shrubland, (G) sparse vegetation, and (H) bare land. Empty segments in each C −A diagram

means that no landscapes of such configurations were present in this subset of landscapes. The

secondary shares of landscape composition are not controlled, but they tend to be land cover

classes that naturally form mosaics with the land cover class of the dominant share.
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Figure S3. Statistics of thematic subsets of landscapes in the database selected based on a

land cover class, which constitutes the largest share of the landscape area. Eight sections of the

figure correspond to eight land cover classes as labeled. Each section has two panels. Top panels

show histograms of landscapes in 1992 with bins corresponding to their pattern types (sectors

of the C − A diagram). Gray-colored sectors indicate non-zero bins. Areas of red circles are

proportional to the fraction of landscapes in the bin; the sum of all bins equals to 1. Bottom

panels show probabilities of landscapes in a given sector of the C − A diagram to remain in this

sector (blue) or to transfer to another sector (red) during the period 1992-2015. The larger the

“remain” (blue) part, the more stable the landscape configuration. Most configurations of urban

landscapes are unstable due to urbanization. On the other hand, most configurations of sparse

vegetation and bare lands landscapes are stable.
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Figure S4. Visualizations of transition matrices for models built using subsets of landscapes

in the database, as described in Figs. S1 and S2. Eight sections of the figure correspond to eight

land cover classes as labeled. Each section has two panels. Top panels show a visualization of

transition matrices. Each matrix is divided into smaller parts (8 × 8 matrices) corresponding to

transitions from specific pattern types. These parts are organized in the C − A grid. Each part

itself is also organized in accordance with the C − A diagram. Non-blue circles indicate pattern

types to which a given landscape could transition during ∆t, the darker the color the larger the

probability of transition. Bottom panels show net changes to histograms of landscape configu-

rational types during ∆t. Areas of circles are proportional to the magnitude of the net change,

red color indicates the gain and blue color indicates the loss. Note differences between the distri-

bution of net gains and losses among different pattern types for different thematic subsets of the

landscape database.
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Figure S5. Models of phase 1 (top row) and phase 2 (bottom row) of the forest → agriculture

transition. Left panels show archetypes of pattern configurations. Note that these are not the

same as archetypes shown in Fig. S1 panels B and A because they were derived from different

thematic subsets. Right panels are visualizations of models’ transitions matrices, for details see a

caption to Fig. S3.
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